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How we increased Our Client Online Sales 
by 5000% in 2 Months and Got 10X ROI 

From FB and IG Advertising
                     About The Client

This is one of our client we have been managing for almost an year now. They are a 
BRP motorsports dealer and an online store that sells outdoor riding sports gear and 
apparel. 

The Challenge
The client came to Online Growth Systems looking for a way to increase their 
online sales. Before hiring us, their revenues for the previous month before hiring 
us ($1,805) had decrease by 45.67% compared to the same period in the previous 
year. The marketing cost however was up by 255% ($2,057) despite the low 
revenue.The ROI for that month was 0.88. They needed us to replace their 
previous digital advertising agency and generate them profit.
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Orange = Cost
Green = Sales
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Solution
Online Growth Systems did a comprehensive analysis of all the client's online 
platforms and existing strategies. OGS made recommendations to improve sales and 
client's ROI.

Part of the strategy was to starting utilizing some social media platforms that we not 
being used by client previously like Facebook and Instagram. OGS also developed a 
marketing and social media strategy which included a balance of organic marketing 
and paid advertising. They stopped Google Adwords and began Facebook and 
Instagram Advertising.
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After careful planning and discussions with the client, we started implementing the 
different strategies. Below are the results obtained for a period of 3 months.

Results

First Month

In the first month after hiring us, the total cost of advertising spend was $1,640 
which converted to a total of $15,120 in sales. (ROI of 9.2X) The sales increased 
by 837% ($15,120 VS $1,805) compared to the month when we started.
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First Month:Results after the first 30 days
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Much of this revenue was generated in just 20 days as shown below.
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In the second month, revenue generated was $159,742 with an advertising cost of 
$16,412. A whooping ROI of 9.7X! The sales increased by 8849% ($159,742 VS 
$1,805) compared to the month before hiring.
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In the 3rd Month, advertisement cost was $9,411 and generated a revenue of 
$87,956. (ROI of 9.3X) The sales increased by 4872% ($87,956/$1805) compared to 
the month we started.
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3 months Results
For the 3 months, the total advertising cost was $27, 463 and resulted into a total 
revenue of $262, 819. (ROI of 9.6X) 
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Sales Revenue vs Advertising Cost Bar Chart Representation 
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Want to grow your business sales like we did for our client? Contact us for a free consultation or 
hire us as we have a team of experts ready to strategize the right plan for your business.

Contact us at www.onlinegrowthsystems.com/contact
Call Us: 320-533-1358
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